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 The tomato is a member of the Solanaceae (also known as the nightshade family), the 

same family of plants as potatoes, capsicum, aubergine, tamarillo and tobacco, among others. It 

originated in South America and was spread around the world after the Spanish introduced it to 

Europe in the 16th century. The tomato is a perennial plant but in commercial production it is 

usually grown as an annual. In New Zealand, it is generally a summer crop but can be grown at any 

time during the year in greenhouses. Recently, heirloom varieties have been increasingly grown by 

gardeners and organic producers due to their distinctive taste, aroma and/or appearance.  

 

 

Zapotec Pleated Tomato (named after an indigenous people of Mexico) is a variety that 

produces large pink-red fruit (< 10cm across) and is characterised by conspicuous pleats across the 

fruit. Special attention should be given to the training, as it has a somewhat fast and precocious 

growing habit. Also, it is recommended to use secateurs when harvesting in order to avoid damage 

where the calyx joins the fruit. Must be picked on an early colour grade as damages easily once 

ripe. 
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 The Yellow Pleated produces large pale-yellow tomatoes (< 10cm across) and 

presents pronounced pleats across the fruit. As with Zapotec Pleated, special attention should be 

given to the training, as it has a somewhat fast and precocious growing habit. Also, it is 

recommended to use secateurs when harvesting in order to avoid damage where the calyx joins 

the fruit. Must be picked at an early colour grade as damages easily once ripe. 

 

 

Alboran is a popular commercial variety suited to indoor production that produces large 

sized fruits with a relatively long shelf life if harvested at the appropriate stage. It is a vigorous 

plant that is relatively easy to manage. Alboran presents very uniform tomatoes and has good 

resistance to various common physiological disorders. One habit observed has been the growth of 

leaves on the flower trusses after fruiting has occurred.  These should be removed to ensure best 

quality fruits.  It has excellent storage properties. 
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Moneymaker is a long-standing commercial variety that was very popular before the 

appearance of more modern varieties, such as Alboran. It is a vigorous plant that produces 

medium sized tomatoes, with a solid flesh and uniform in appearance. Moneymaker has good 

storage properties. 

 

 

Nyagous is a dark-tomato variety that produces medium sized round fruit. The inside of 

the tomato has deep dark colours and presents a sweet flavour. Special attention should be given 

to the training, as it has a somewhat fast and precocious growing habit. Also, it is recommended to 

use secateurs when harvesting in order to avoid damage where the calyx joins the fruit. It is 

particularly susceptible to calcium deficiencies (blossom-end-rot). Must be picked at an early 

colour grade as the fruit damages easily once ripe and does not store well. 

 

 

Amish Paste is, as the name implies, a paste tomato. However, it can also be eaten fresh. 

Amish Paste originated in an Amish community in Wisconsin, US.  It produces small to medium 

sized fruit and the plant, even though it has indeterminate growth, is relatively low in height. It has 

a propensity to form galls along the main stem.  The fruit are slow ripening and handle well  
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Tigerella is an heirloom variety characterised by its intense red with orange-green 

coloured stripes, resembling the pattern of a tiger’s skin. It produces juicy medium sized (< 5cm) 

round tomatoes and has a high number of fruit per cluster. Cluster management (thinning) is 

needed in order to manage fruit size. It ripens quickly and has limited storage time.  It is 

particularly susceptible to splitting, so it is recommended to be harvested relatively green to 

minimise storage and handling losses. 

 

 

 
 

Yellow Oxheart produces medium to big size (~8cm) light yellow-coloured tomatoes, with 

a heart-like shape. Special attention should be given to the training, as it has a somewhat fast and 

precocious growing habit. Also, it is recommended to use secateurs when harvesting in order to 

avoid damage where the calyx joins the fruit. Must be picked on an early colour grade as damages 

easily once ripe.  Yellow Oxheart is particularly susceptible to calcium deficiencies and is especially 

attractive to birds, so protection nets might be needed. 
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Tomato (Solanum esculentum) 
previously Lycopersicon esculentum 

General Production Guide 

Seed Sowing  

 Fill seed trays with seed raising mix  

 Sow seed carefully into each cell (calculate 10% more seeds than needed) 

 Place the seed at a depth twice the seed’s size 

 Add water daily (enough to keep substrate humid throughout the day) 

 Keep at a temperature between 20°C-25°C 

 Seeds will germinate approx. 8 days after sowing 

Seedling Planting 

 Plant each seedling into a pot or bag with general potting mix with slow release fertiliser 

previously added 

 Apply N:P:K 10:12:12 fertiliser (Cropmaster or similar) as a base dressing at planting 

 Ensure good drainage and enough light 

 Irrigate at least twice daily 

 Transplant to the ground approx. 5-6 weeks after sowing, leaving at least 50 cm between 

plants 

Crop Management 

 Train the plants by tying them to bamboo or wooden sticks (preferably 2 m high tutors) 

 Prune as needed in order to remain with a single leader 

 Add N:P:K fertiliser as a side dressing when needed (approx. once every 15 days) 

 Requires adequate airflow as well as manually shaking the plants in order to ensure proper 

pollination and minimise disease issues. 

 Keep the surrounding area well weeded, which reduces competition and helps to prevent 

diseases. 

 Check regularly for pests and diseases, and remove manually (or chemically if needed) 

Harvest 

 Save the first fruits for seed 

 Harvest the tomatoes when they are partially ripe and allow to develop their maturity and 

colour before use 

 Keep tomatoes in a low light and cool location after harvest 
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Common Disorders Tomato Production  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Damage by Birds 

Tomato Splitting 

Early Blight and Whitefly 

Blossom End Rot 

Calcium deficiency 


